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Sir William H. Willcox
Probably she would keep some down, but there -would be a tendency
to vomiting.
Even alter the regular vomit, if I may so call it, had ceased?	
Yes; the stomach would be left in an irritable state.
And on such a person dying and being buried would you
find, first of all, that the intestines of such a person would be
practically empty ?—Yes.
Assuming that that person had taken a really largo dose of
arsenic, 7 or 8 grains, would it be possible up to now for everything
to have happened as I have put it ?—Seven or eight grains is a big
dose. It is conceivable that death might be so late, but it would
probably be earlier.
Six grains; I will put it a little loss than 7 or «S}—It is pos-
sible. I should expect death to occur earlier than five days.
The death occurring after five or six days would moan that a
considerable quantity of the arsenic had been absorbed, would
it not?—Yes. It would also mean that a good deal had been got
rid of.
A good deal of it had boon absorbed and a good deal of it
got rid of?—Yes; I should expect to find practically none in the
alimentary canal.
The liver?—There should be some in the liver, Most of the
arsenic in the body would be in the liver.
And you would expect to find most of what had been ab-
sorbed in the liver?—But the stomach and intestines would be
empty of arsenic practically.
In the case of suicide by arsenic you said to tho Attorney-
General that you would expect one or two doses would be the most
that would be taken?—Yes, that is rather a matter for common
sense.
That is bound to be guesswork, is it not? It depends upon the
person who is taking it?—Yes.
A person who is not sane might take more than a person who
is. A sane person might have such a lesson from the first dose
that he would not take another?—Yes.
On the other hand, a person who is not normal might take
two or three doses?—Yes.
By Mr. justice dakling—In order to commit suicide?—Yes,
The rules which would hold with a sano person would not hold
with an insane person.
A suicide who threw himself out of the window and was cured
might do it again and again until he killed himself. *
Sir H. curtis beitoett—He might go to a higher window
the second time.
Mr. jus-hob dablino—No, that would show sanity.
Crosa-easamination continued—I want to  face the one last
question; as I put the story to you now up to the 16th February *
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